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What is a concurrent estate?

A concept in property law which describes the 
various ways in which property is owned by 
more than one person at a time.



Various Types

• Tenancy in Common – presumed or default,  
interests can be unequal; not right of 
survivorship

• Joint Tenancy – undivided equal interests; 
right of survivorship

• Tenancy by the Entirety – only Husband and 
Wife; right of survivorship indestructible



Tenants in Common

• Two or more persons possess the property 
simultaneously. 

• Can be created by will, deed, or operation of law. 
• Interest does not have to be equal. 

– Can be 50/50, 60/40, 20/80, 10/20/30/40

• Presumed or default concurrent interest.
• Hold an individual and undivided ownership 

interest in the property – meaning that each 
party has the right to alienate, or transfer the 
ownership of interest. 



Concurrent Owners Rights and Duties

• Each can possess the whole

• T in possession has NO duty to pay rent
– Unless there has been an ouster (T kicks out co-T)

– If T must pay, rent set at fair rental value

• Tenant cannot deplete resources
– Think about property with limited resources, 

timber, etc

– If A tenant DOES sell the resources, must split 
profits with co-tenant



Effect of Unilateral Acts by a Tenant in 
Common

A & B own Blackacre as Tenants in Common. 
While A is away, B gets into a boundary dispute 
with C, owner of adjacent Whiteacre. B & C 
settle, with B conveying a 10-foot strip of 
Blackacre and C paying him $2,000. A now sues 
C to affirm his interest in the 10-foot strip.

Is A bound by the settlement B made, or does A 
have an interest in the strip?



Answer: A Wins

Why?    A co-tenant cannot bind another co-
tenant unless the parties have spelled-out an 
agency relationship between them.



The Absentee Co-T

A & B own Blackacre as Tenants in Common. 
Blackacre includes a house. A lives in a distant 
city and never visits. B moves into the house on 
Jan 1, and for the last 6 months has lived rent 
free, though A has demanded an unspecified 
portion of the fair rental value. The fair rental 
value of the property is $3,000 ($500/mo.).

Does B owe anything to A, and if so how much?



B Owes Nothing

Absentee Co-Tenants Are Not Generally 
Entitled to Rent from Occupying Co-T

Why? Each tenant has the right to occupy the 
premises rent-free, UNLESS B has “ousted” A 
and denied him the same right to possession.



Another Hypothetical

Now lets suppose that A and B own that same 
house, but now B rents the property to X for 
$1,000/mo. Out of this, B pays $200/month in 
taxes & operating expenses. How much, if 
anything, must B pay A?

Answer: B must pay A half of net rent profits of 
$400 ($1,000 - $200 = $800 divided by 2).


